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.C .I1R-N. o.ENSC1: Please cone to order.  

This Proce- 'ing is furth,: cc :e nce-type of 

proceeding i h tYe, maILer of Consoli.dated-. fSn lf ew York, 

Inc., and i-s cciv~ened at this 'date after corsultati-)n with 

the parties 1rough their attorneys as -Co t.C ?. a.i1.abiit 

for this special .rehearing conference..  

At the last special prehearin,. conference, held on 

May 21, .9 73,, t-he, Board. considered with the rarties, the 

desirability of having a further special prehearing conference; 

and alt that 4ie, there was consideration- given to convening 

such a conference at an earlier date.  

'nY.1mutua dat--c 2 'n 

of that whic7h wa s considcred at thc time of thn My 21 snecal 

prehearing conference.  

Notice has been given of this convening of the 

special prehearing conference by general distribution of the 

order convening the special prehearing conference for this time 

and place, as well as by publication of a copy of that order 

in the Federal Register as reflected by Volume 38 of the 

Federal Register, page 31859, the publication having occurred 

on November 19, 1,973, although the order was issued on 

November 13, 1973.  

The purpose of this special prehearing conference 

is largely procedural, to consider with the partiesthe
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the e -4 a~~ dwe-vY S-LiP~VA canr. L.'~ 5mmf 13 ;: 

7, n d '- ,a 

,E b Ii.-e a ~ 

dat N.3 w~cm~~ E0c.~. IC' :4: rocZfc 

Q, F~pa~r --- *. .,l * 'a.I S -ILc - x~ ". 7 

b r ep a atbry pj -.-. naE inghL be xn ~r49- at si21 h -F- ar n c 

No 'eviasu ce WiI' 11.e1.LNo' lirH ktse- statemrents wil 11 

received Eiromi Iii'bcers, of thb's publi.  

]B i h S uc h i te ns v 11i1 occur when the eviden ti4a-Y 

A 
hearing is- cqnvbn'ed,. the dai-te w 'hich has not yet beenl 

dete'rmined, bUt for which Public notice will be given -r the.  

usual1 fashioi-)lc'hg nedi distrib" tion, of htne order convening 

the procedinq. for -evidenti-a-ry hb'r ings and by general

distributionk I such order tUhrou'gh the fie -spaper a-nd tCelevisior 

and radio 'nain this ar~ea.  

'Bbfore proceeding, let us have a statement of 

appearai-rce on behialf of tho paktics. i tiotice on behalf of 

the Applica-nt, o5ol'dat- 2 Edi-son Compan-y, Messrs. Voigt,

Sack. Are- tEhere ahV others -at your -Eable? 

3MR... VOIGT:' Mr. Chairman,. menber3s of the Board, 

I have with mie also todlay Eugene 'R. Fi-dell, who is my 

.associact. %'B lieve he had entered a notice of apbearaflci 

previou'sly in this proceeding.
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Also Mr- 3oel lasker, who hasjust recently 

entered his notice off appearance. Mr- Lasker is -an attorney 

with the Applicant.  

CHAIPMAVN JENSCH: Thank you.  

Appearance on behalf of the Regulatory Staff: I 

note Mr. Myron Karman. Are there other appearances on behalf 

of the Regulat-oY Staff? 

MR. TREBY: I am Stuart A. Treby. I have 

previously submitted a notice of appearance in this proceeding 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very we].l. Thank you.  

This gentleman, for whom do you appear? 

MR. CLEMENTE: Good afternoon, sir, members of the 

Board. I am John Clemente. I appear this afternoon on behalf 

of the New York State Atomic Energy Council.  

CHAIR1AN JENSCH: Will you give your address, 

please? 

MR. CLEMENTE: We are located at 99 Washington 

Avenue in Albany, New York, sir. I believe I previously 

entered an appearance.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Your zip code is what? 

MR. CLEMENTE: 12210.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there an appearance on 

behalf of the Attorney General of the State of New York? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I hear no response.
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77 

There were othe- .in 03:Ve s, iblieve.  

The Environmental Defense F111d? 

MR. K_-ARAN: I believe is t! 

and the Hudson River Fishermern's Asocii:t.iLon , N. Chairman.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: Is there an appearance on behalf 

of either of those two organiz aons identified by Staff 

counsel? 

- (No response.) 

CHAIPAN JENSCH: I hear no such response.  

Has any one of the attorneys here been in contact 

with the attorneys for those other intervenors to !earn 

their likely presence or absence at this special prehearing 

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I had a conversation 

with Ms. Chasis, one of the counsel for the Consolidated 

Intervenors, Hudson River Fishermen's Association and Save

4.eStripers at about 5:00 o'clock yesterday afternoon. She 

indicated to me at that time her intention to be here today.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, the weather is somewhat 

inclement. It is very, very foggy and rainy. In fact, we 

had not known for sure our distinguished colleague, Mr. Briggs, 

would be here. Fortunately, the weather cleared nicely for 

his landing and he is here.  

I think we should proceed, nevertheless, and have 

some general discussion. If these other parties do appear,
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we would be g od t con-Ai0e- -tCheir statem'L'tz. ';c.- they are 

.present.  

Perhaps Applicant' s counsel can give us a sumaa ry 

of how you are doing on discovery. Have you completed it? 

Tell us something about the construction sche:u 1jC.  

Is Indian Point still ready for loading in April, as you 

indicated last May of 1973? Give us some general di:scussion 

about the work at the plant and also w.hat your -elat'-ionships 

are with the Regulatory Staff and the 
Intervenors, please.  

MR. VOIGT: At the time of the last prehearing 

conference, we had advised the Board that 
the schedule date 

for fuel loading at Indian Point 3 was May 1, 1974. Many of 

the -e 'ih a.r euh' 
1 nt, C niaced. in. the Board's specia 

-rnhearinq conference order were predicated upon that fuel 

loading date. More recently, we have been advised by 
the 

contractor for the plant, Westinghouse, that 
the scheduled 

fuel loading date is now August 1, 1974. I think with that 

in mind, and some other circumstances that I 
would like to 

discuss, it may be useful this afternoon 
to consider whether 

the schedule under which we are presently 
operating is still 

either realistic or optimal.  

CHAIRM-AN jENSCH: -Did you say operable? 

MR. VOIGT: Optimal.  

CHAIRD4AN JENSCH: Excuse me.  

Proceed.
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MR. VOi', rFrst of a. of course, there was a 

rather substantia .. ay in the issuance by the RequlIa tory 

Staff of the Draft Environmental Statement. _....L 

previously been targeted for about July 1; and even:ua.! 

came out in mid-October.  

The Federal Register publication in coj'-lct2on 

with that statement requires comments F-rom other .sove nr,,enL 

agencies and interested members of the public to be s bm-itte-d 

by December 10, 1973.  

We know, of course, from experience that these 

comments are not always put in exactly on the specifJ.ed date.  

Some of the federal agencies routinely have their comments 

in a week, 10 days, two weeks late: but even. asstiming that 

all of the comments are in by December 10. some additional 

period of time will undoubtedly be required by the Regulatory 

Staff to incorporate the comments and come out with a Final 

Environmental Statement; and you will probably hear from 

Staff counsel in a few minutes as to what the anticipated 

date of publication of that statement is.  

So far-as the Applicant is concerned, the Applicant 

has underway a number of. biological, and ichthyological 

studies involving the Hudson River and the consultants who 

are performing those studies have schedules for the rendition 

of their reports which would include both analysis of the data 

that has actually been observed, and perhaps some textual
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comments. Several of these rc.ports are cheduled 4-o be 

completed in late March of 1974. We believe that the contents 

of those reports will be of considerable innteret ot only 

to the Applicant, but to the Board, to the S-ta.f: its 

experts, and very likely to the Intervenors and their 

experts as well.  

In view of the fact ..hatL the scheduled fuel loadina 

date has now been definitive-by postponed, we beliave that 

the Board should give consideration to the possibiity 
of 

establishing a later hearing date which would permit 

the studies to be completed and circulated to the parties 

and taken into account in whatever way the parties think 

C S - _ 

And filed ann hefore the henn commences.  

Now the previous schedule which was discussed 

at the last prehearing conference, which seened to meet with 

general approval of the parties, called for a hearing, as 

I pointed out, tied to the May 1 fuel loading date.  

There has been a postponement now of three months in that 

date. We think .that it is appropriate to consider postpone

ment of equal or perhaps greater magnitude in the targeted 

date for the com-nencement of the hearings.  

Having given consideration to when this additional 

environmental data is going to become available, which we 

think will be the end of March or the beginning of April, and
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x;, 3V ;.th, e .ta rtL,:e a s,ui ... " ,c%:oLti'it " to d g s 

that ,a ;and. iorratit i i: in -tlnezt - s~tat-ions, we 

~e±ieVe Chat hho cimum da,"e .or. i coencemnt 

r:ar'ri6,cii~ b>&eeL, ig woulcd be Ji"'" ]. 'j wou]d 3 , J wou"ld 
hearing i i - .... .... - i 

perm.i, -s)su fl_ e we ace n gio n t Zen on s s e. u mas sumpt-.on 
-s' " J """"tha--were *'- 1 .ri, 

that We .gZreU .pon l.ur ]ast meetinig, that is th { th.  

,heeiring Would : prf6gress ih..coni.u.us n eoc>LL f:c 

the po ssibili.tj c 1rief 'ad' orn.ent '- rebuttal testimony, 

this Would permit tile dorClusion of the heaing and the sub

mission oz finding's. arid, conclusibhol .spr-- to he fuel loading 

date and woui,3d -pewit, the Boaasr7 to act during the period or 

fuel ioadin, nd testing so that an operatina license deci

.in< . .d o <4-, d e', .or to the anticinated Power 

.•operation o.F.t -Lth6: nlant.  

Now I think I bried to cover the pertinent points 

in the scheddle as I see them, but if th6 Board has any 

questions, I would like to try to respond to those at this 

time. Th&i you may wan to call on other cbunsel.  

CHAPPMAN JENSCH;: What dela.yed your report? i 

think you had ahticinated - in May that it would be out, 

A.  
I think, in. Jan-uary, the .middle of February. You are now 

into March. I Ithink e.verybody is k-ind of anticipating 

that report. Are iou likely to have further delay in the 

release of that report? 

M'R. VOIGT: The. biological rcpbrt, sir?
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CHAIRA.N JENSCH:. Yes, 

MR. VOIGT: I think not, for t-z rcoasou: I.st 

of the biological studies are seasonal. The .... of 

data tapers off very sharply in t1-he fala. as 4,h cold ,Oeather 

comes in. The so-called annual report being Jr fact -- work 

can commence on that even before the end of- the vea-:.  

Obviously they have to waiL. to get the JasL ij:L s f.E ...  

to cover the calendar year, but the great mass oT the data, 

I believe, is already in, at least in raw form.  

There is good reason to think that the consul...ant.  

are capable, within a period of approximately three months 

after the close of the calendar year, of producing their 

final annual reports.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt a moment? I 

think while you were making your statement and projecting 

a proposed hearing date of June 3, 1974, representatives of 

the Intervenors have arrived.  

Will they identify themselves and for whom 

they appear? 

MS. CHASIS: My name is Sarah Chasis. I am here 

representing the Hudson River Fishermen's Association and the 

Ou~r 
Save- tf--Stripers.  

I would like to comment at this time that for the 

convenience of Applicant's counsel, we agreed to this date 

for the prehearing conference despite the fact that
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Marshall, Br.tter counsl co' d available CL.  

We are concerned that this not happen again.

CJ-AIRMAN JESC: Ys ..... he will make hire

available, it won't happen again. The burder- wi 1L be on him.  

Have you given your address' 

MS. CHAIS: 15 West 44th Street, New York, New 

York.  

,CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

The Attorney General? 

MR. CORCORAN: James P. Corcoran, Assistant 

Attorney General, on behalf of the Attorney General of 

New York, address 2 World Trade Center, New York, New York.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And the other gentleman? 

MR. BERGER: I am Richard Berger, with the Attorney 

General's office, 2 World Trade Center.  

CHAIRTMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

Anything further, Mr. Voigt? 

MR. VOIGT: Not at this time, sir, unless you have 

a further question.  

CHAIR4MAN JENSCH: How is construction getting on? 

You say loading in August? Do you want to.put a figure on 

it, 75 percent completed, 90 percent completed? What remains 

to be done in a general way? Could you tell us? 

MR. VOIGT: I can't give you a percentage figure,

sir.
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CHAIMAN T:-,-' ...ou- :.e coin to have Co'C e z ip-

page? 

MR VOIGT: zu ca t preclude that Txs> D :: :in 

Mr.. Chairman. We"tinghous is the conti:actor. Tho'j have 

set ihe August 1 'date. thusfar they haven't advised u s 6.  

any further Postpn.en t in that date.  

CHAIUAN JENSCH: There is no smok.in. n Ini i.  

- DDbes Staff counsel, ca'e to give us an estixnat c 

on when tfhe Final Environmental Statement will be out? ! 

MR. KAR'MAN: Mr. Treby will do that.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Ee will ta':ke the burden? 

MR. TREBY: Mr. Chairman, as the attorney for 

.hC 7ppic t - nz.: - - b notice that went ou1i mhe 

Faderal Reistcr indicated that the omments from the vari'us 

federal agencies and others who commented 
on the Draft 

Environmental Statemen't are due December 10, 
1973. The Staff 

also appreciates that some of these may be 
a week or 10 days 

delayed and it is the feeling of the Staff that the Final 

Environmental Statement should be out in early 
February o'f 

1974. If ybu wish a- particular date, T would anticipate 

February 8, 1974.  

That will be the date for the Final Environmenta! 

Statement.  

I would like to make a comirtent on the da.te which 

the Applicant has proposed for further hearings. 
The date, as

S-4 .....
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-i. recall, is June 3, 1.97Z.  

At the conclusion of the last p.rehear.-n 0 n eret', 

at the suggestion of yourse-if, Mr. Chai..mam, the Part.es 

got together and joined into a .stipul.. ti.... On. of 

pVisis o at stipulation was that 30 days after the 
proviions of, tha '

issuance of tie Final. Environlental Stat.emert, each rty 

would indicate what it thought the is ...... were coing to be 

in this proceeding, to narrow, the issues.  

We anticipate that we will foliow up on this stipu-.  

lation; and we think that giving- 30 days for this process, 

plus another couple of weeks for preparation, 
that rather 

than going to hearing sometime in. June, that it might be 

.. v.isabl e to go to . "-- arlier W - -- .t-, 4- fff 

wo,]i_ suagest the date of March 19, 197,4. T know th1at the 

counsel for the Applicant indicated that there 
were going to 

be some reports from its consultants which would 
come out.  

sometime in March.  

There is always new information and new data 

becoming available as these hearings progress. 
If new 

information does become available, we believe 
it should be 

brought into the hearing. Staff doesn't believe that the 

-- any purpose Ls served by delayin -the hearings for some 

anticipated new data and, therefore, we would 
suggest that 

the hearings begin approximarely March 19, 1974.  

CHAIRTMAN JENSCH: You say you don't care
•what
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their biological, report shoz,? 

MR. TREBY: No. No . Y: did -r o f indicated 
• ) .jj al _yze -hi's 

there is always new data coming in. We wouid .. l.  

new data when it did come :in. New data ahw-ys iecomas 

available in the course of these proceedings, We don't think 

we should hold up a hearing date because there is an annual 

report anticipated at a particular time.  

- CHAIRMAN JENSCH: 6re you sugg.. esv ".g that perhaips 

we go ahead with the hearing and recess until the. parties 

have had a chance to analyze this biologica3. report that is 

expected to be released in the middle off March and then resume 

maybe in May sometime? Is that your thought? What time 

interval did you have in mind to study the report that they 

have? 

MR. TREBY: It is pretty difficult without having 

seen a copy of the report. I would think a reasonable time, 

perhaps a month, to study the -- whatever data is made, 

available.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, if we start at the end of 

March and run a couple of weeks, you are into April. Perhaps 

May would be better for resumption than June; is that your 

thought? 

MR. TREBY: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIPMIAN JENSCH: What prejudice do you see in 

startinq in June, since you more or less indicated that it
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would at least be loanv -es-i n before you coluid .com. e e.  

the hearing? What prejudice w ould the... be :snarring 

June and then continuing those sessions, 

(The Regulatory Staff conferring.) 

MR. TREBY: Well: Mr. Chairman, these heari"nc s 

have a history of extending longer than the various narties 

anticipate.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Has there been any prejudice 

to any of the parties by virtue of that? Do you know? 

I mean, loading and starting up? Has-there been 

any prejudice to the parties? Do you know? 

MR. TREBY: I am not aware of prejudice. I don't 

-kiiow Lha t Lha. L s Liie. .oiiiL we-are Lruy _i' LU
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lie s.z co --p -rn/ Cli.;JRNYLM j C .:. Wh t s ;j'u ................. ~ 

2 pushing for an early date for the sa-:. ushir 

MR. TPRBY: No, Mr. Chai-mian. We thought we probabiy @I 
4 would be able to accomplish some useful -nhiags and at that 

5 point there may be other matters th;.t are involved in this i 

61 proceeding that are not necessarily e.d on these reports 

7' that are going to be made avai].a ble in March and nerhaps these 

8r can be taken care of.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What kind of matters do you have inl 

10 mind for that statement? 

11 MR. TREBY: Well, Mr. Chairman, since h e con tentioin 

121 have not really been narrowed in, it is kind of difficult to 

]2 ' ',r -"it .the partic 2a .. ... .. .. " " '-- ... . .. . ..  

14 raised at the earlier rhearina cnrference was npsihie 

15 1 question of need for power* something like that could 

161 be discussed at the earlier hearings.  

17 CHAIP4AN JENSCH: Do you know of any additional new 

181 information other than this biological report the Applicant is 

19 having prepared that.would be likely to arise? You say there 

201 is a lot of new data always coming up. What new data is likely 

21 to come up other than the' biological report? Do you know? 

221 MR. TREBY: I have no specific knowledge, but there 

23 are always tests being made along the Hudson River. There may 

247 be studies being made by people other than the Applicant's con

a,-iera!Reporters, Inc.  

25,i sultants. Perhaps the state of New York is making tests.
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CHATPIPAN JENSCH: v.--,:-speculating now? " 

of any data in that regard? 

MiR, TREBY: No. " 

CHARMA-N JENSCH: AI1 right.  

Do the I:ntervenors care to express thcn.se..l-.es? 

discovery getting on, Hudson River Fi ..h.rzie s 

?2

- MS. CHjASIS: We served interroga-tor es upon the 

Applicant in September. As yet we have not received replies.  

I understand from Mr. Voigt, however, that by the end of, 

November we will be receiving their answers to our
' -,ner ra

tories. We have not been served with interrogatories as yet. I 

arc presently operain o - we w o, nAd ve unt' the end ,1 -h = 

month to answer the interrogatories of the Intervenors and it 

is our intention to do that.  

With respect to other interrogatories, I obtained thni 

verbal agreement of staff counsel and Mr. Robinson -that we 

might defer those until after today's meeting with the thoughtl 

that if a later date for the hearing is agreed to, it might 

make sense to give the parties a little extra tire for the 

interrogatories as well.  

Should that ,not meet with the Board's approval, 

Applicant will proceed promptly to serve interrogatories on th 

Intervenors and the Staff.
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i think in surmary, we ha-: ha several. meetigsr 

with Intervenor_s coounsel and Staff' counse2. We have been in 

touch on the phone. There is a spirit, I iieve, ct coo :era

tion which was evident at the prc-vious meeting; but because of 

the. -- primarily because of the de.Lay in the issuance of -the 

draft statement, and further because of the prospectas indit

cated.by your Honor' s letter to the parties that some consider

ation-might be given to changing the hearing scheduler we ha:ve...  

all proceeded a little more slowly.  

I don't think this should be viewed as any indica

tion of lack of cooperation. I think the cooperation is con

tinuing, but there has been kind of a mutual sense that -- of 

ment, give people a chance to look at the more recent dev eop

ments, and then complete the disco-ery process.  

Now I would like to comment a little further on the 

hearing schedule, if that will be appropriate, at this time.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

MR. VOIGT: First of all, we had agreed, I thought, 

at our previous prehearing conference that it was desirable to 

try, if we could, in this proceeding to have a more or less 

continuous hearing and to try to avoid getting involved in a 

week or two weeks of hearings and then a month or two month's 

adjournment, and another week or two weeks of hearing, and 

another adjournment, and so forth.
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1..... I i[ The Applicant b !ie\'",, that. t" ' u 

21 cept, but it seems to me that -' wC- were to try tCo Ca,,,tence- c 

3; hearing in March, it is almost se'! f -viden t hat e 1dnrhi be 

* 1 able to complete it in any kind of seqcuenti al fa ...hion; and that 

51 to commence a hearing in March is simply an inviation, if not 

61 an outright promise, that there will be the nece~s .t, for 

i adjournments and further hedrings and so forth.  

8 - The other thing I sIhould like to point out is that 

9 under Mr. Treby's proposal , we would be exchanging our final 

101 contentions on March 10; that is to say, 30 days after his .  

1 targeted date of February 8 for the Final Environmental State

12! ment, and expected to commence a hearing on March 19, 9 days 

!i latLe.--.  

141 1' suggest that. wc-I-d cau-_se somn real -orobliims 

1511 in terms of formulating and serving testimony and starting---w 

6hearing that quickly after the contentions have been exchanged.  

171i I think the schedule for exchanging contentions is a 

18 :valid one and should be retained, because I do believe that the 

19 parties should be required to make their positions clearly know

20 1 before the hearing and that that can only be done following the 

21 issuance of the Final Environmental Statement; but I would sug

22 gest that if we are to adhere to the continuous hearing conceptl 

23 and if we are to adhere to the exchange of contentions concept, 

24 logically that is going to lead us to a later hearing date.  

S Reporters, In.;C 
25 CHAIR MAN JENSCH: Do you disagree with the exchang
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of contentions sui;e'st-loh of Appl.ca-- counsel aIsd the nece-.  

2. sity of preparing evidence in the light Lf the defi-ed conten

31. tions? 

4 MR. TREBY" have no problem with the .(--.oricept- 0 

5 exchange of contentions. I think that when t-he various part e 

6 were --- that is the . .tervenor. were filing their Pettions for 

7• Leave to .,Intervene in this proceeding, they had indicated th1e 

8 areas that were of concern to .them; and that while the exchange 

9' of contentions may sharpen the issues, the genera..eas are 

10 known, and the preparation of testimony can be -:'.j_.sm prior 

it to the actual exchange-of the information on March 10.  

121 . CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What I was really trying, to find 

Iu, _n _g 'Fr a._r i o 

14 I sake of setting an early date without really ,nt icipan gret.  

]5.i 
15; accomplishment at that time? 

161 Do any of the parties care to speak to this? 

17. MS. CHASIS: Yes, Mr. Chairman. .I would like to 

18'' address the question of the hearing date. I would like to say 

191 that in behalf of HRFA we are prepared to go ahead on the 

20 March 9 date upon the preparational of the Final Environmental 

21 Statement and conditioned' upon a recess period of at least four 

22 weeks After the issuanc. of the biological reports to which 

23 Mr. Voigt was referring.  

24 However, we feel that a-later date might be prefer 

=.deral Reporters, Inc.  

25 able in view of the fact that .there probably would have to be a
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fairl lengthy recess, period in the middle o.f -- e.. he f-. 4 

2I feel that continuous hearings are"preferable -to com -encing.  

SCHAIRMAN JENSCH: So you agree w5ith both th-e Staff 
i 

4!i and the Applicant? 

5 (Laughter.) 

6 MS. CHASIS: We just want to ,Qake cle., we are ready 

to go ahead on the March 9 date° 

8' - CHAIRi4AN JENSCH: WhaC is the", as i recall the 

91 discussion in May of 1973 at the special prehearing conference, 

101 about incorporation of portions of Units I and 2 being factored 

ii into this proceeding. Is that a feasible procedure or a likely 

12 development? 

14{ of acTreementon that. Mr. C .airman. '.7 received a I...tc rom 

15 iMr. Robinson in October designating portions of the record for 

16 incorporation. When we got around to examining what had been 
i 

17 designated, we discovered that it was practically everything, 

78iwhich didn't really seem to us to be the best approach.  

19i  This record may well prove to be voluminous in and 

20 of itself without the incorporation of five or six thousand 

21 pages of additional material from Indian Point Unit 2.  

22 I would want the opportunity to work further with 

23 counsel and see if we can narrow the thing down so that we are 

24 only stipulating some fairly slender sections of the Indian 
1er3 Reporters, nc.  

25 Point 2 record.
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1 i: I -ake that statement - of 'hat fact thate 

2 studies and in some instanccs testimon from!Tndian Point 2, 

3 hich are_ stil .alid, or upon Vhich Applicant still relies, 

4 have been reincorporated in Thdian Point 3, in most cases as 

51 appendices to the Applicant-'s Environmental Report.  

61: So it would be duplicati.ve, in our view, to stipulate 

71 to those same materials being incorporat6d in the record where 

81 there-already have been made apart of this docket; and in our 

91 view, there are only a few .areas perhaps of cross exarinat.ion 

101 in the transcript of Indian Point 2 that would need to be,.  

1. 1 incorporated in this record in Indian Point 3 because most of 

12! 'the other pertinent data has been brought forward and in some 

0 c,: -_pdat21; -for o 

, CHAIRMAN JNSCH: you able .to stpulate as, to a 

5 summary, perhaps? 

16 MR. VOIGT: That has not been:-discussed or considered.  

17 Mr. Chairman. I don't rule it out, but it is a new concept.  

13:1We haven't talked about it.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: While you are talking about up-

20 dating some of your filings, it might not be amiss to suggest 

21 that sometime in the course of human events we hope that you 

22 will be able to give us a completed, updated, in one consolidate 

23 volume, all of your supplemental presentatioAs so that we don't 

24 have to slide these sheets in and among these previous filings 

# Jiera!' Renorters, !nc.  

25.: to be sure we have the right page or the right paragraph..
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~17 

L9.)

If you wi .1 do it for.us it would he great.y a prr': te,. c. -.1 , 

MR. VOIGT: You are quite riChe, sir. W,,e nave,.  

frankly delayed on that because we have another supplement ini 

the works. We hope that. will be the l.ast one.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That is what Mr. Treb<r was think

ing about, that you were going to be sending addi+J.ona! data.  

;It would help to have it all in one volume..  

MR. VOIGT: Fine. Z' agree to do -Lhat,- sir.  

MR. TREBY: Mr. Chairman, I would like to indicate 

on behalf of the Staff that I agree that the -- concerning which 

portions of Indian Point Two record should be incorporated intol 

this record is something which the parties can work out. The 

ing toather. We have had informal etn, s, I think e can 

agree on -- on which portions we would like to incorporate., 

I don't know if I concur with his theory that we [ 
should be narrowing down the amount of material which we are 

going to incorporate, but it is something I think the parties 

can work out.  

MS. CHASIS: Mr. Chairman, I have some questions 

about that, given Mr. Voigt's most recent statement.  

We proposed incorporation of almost all 
the materiali 

relating to environmental matters from the record in Indian 

Point 2 into the record in Indian Point 3. We felt that by 

doing this, we would prevent undue repetition and enable a 

.1
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narrowing of the ree o. o1 f "h: " ne &es a n 

2 new testimny which had not yet ee_,n presentcc C.in 2_ .  

3. As far as "1 know,_.Mr. VoiCt has not giverY mZ11ny 

indication of what new i:inds of data the " App"Licant 4s a to 

5 be presenting and Why we shou]dn't incorporate almost all the 

6 environmental materials from Indilan Point 2 into the record in 

7! 3.  

8 - We are not saying that, you know, as new comes...outs 

91 they can't present it. Obviously no party is precluded from 

101. that. I don't see what harm carn be worked by incorporation of 

11 this material. it would seem to be saving of - and would 

12 help in the expedition of the hearing.  

13 i-: . ............ u-I~ ii- ~ __ i 

1 blanket Jt 1l1 in ins-tead of spending me .n meetinas d,",d-.  

whether that page or this page should be ferreted out? 

16! MS. CHASIS: That is right. I hav-e an indlication 

17 from what Mr. Voigt said that we are not going to be able to

8; reach an agreement on a large part of the record in 2.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think the Commission is anxious 

201; that a record in any proceeding be as brief as possible, and 

21 I that it be in such form as the stipulations will prevent a 

22 duplication of presenta tionS. While that is generally borne in 
j.  

231t mind, I don't think the previous hearing, Indian Point 2, foundJ 

24' itself shabject to any restrictions.. I think the objection is 

2 thtciyou Repirtgas, Incis 25 Ithat you might hI'ave too many papesrs in Indian Point 3, that- is
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something we might have: heard1 in Indian Point 2.  

In any event wF: seem to receive anything anynody 

cares to present here that is adequately supported by competent{ 

witnesses.  

In any event, if it is easier to move along bv 

putting it all in, this Board hasn't considered this situation.  

I don't think the Board wouid be offended if you wheeledin 

anoti[er load of paper from Indian Point 2. It might- exedite 

it after all, the whole proceeding,. providing you give us a good 

summary of it over the course of time, 

Have you finished, Ms. Chasis? 

MS. CHASIS: Yes, I have.  

you filed interrogatories? What is the situation as to partici

pation by the attorney general? 

MR. BERGER: Sir, the Attorney General's Office -has 

not as yet made any discovery proposals or filed its interrog

atories, but it hopes to, it will; and we would like an exten

sion of time for serving interrogatories for another month.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Why do you want that? You haven't 

been working on this, developing your interrogatories? You want 

an extension. What's the reason for the extension? 

MR. BERGER: Our office has not been able to prepare 

them as yet and digest the Draft Environmental Statement. We
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hope to be able to do tha.t very ,:rt:_ I.,L_ 

CHAIPMAN ,3ENFCH- When will you be xpreparea.to submi 

your Interrogatories or Request for-Discovery Data.  

MR. BERGER: By about the 20 of December.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any objection from the Applicant 

in that regard? 

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, 1 thin,' i'ha, this di sus

sion-may be a little bit prema'ture because i t seems to me that 

if we are to intelligently reconsider some of the other dateS 

that are now in this Board's order, we need to have some guid

ance as to what the hearing date is going to be.  

I don't want to try to force the issue, but I would 

s~rgu est:Cthf a L the .Doa- s .eA, .,ii L' r ._ -y. C. U .w P Ia;L 

haps with the benefit of a brief recess, and then we could dis

cuss the other dates.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If it were December 30 you would 

have no objection.  

MR. VOIGT: I would endorse, your Honor, a December 

31, revised date of December 31 for the exchange of interroga

tories and requests for documents.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any further statement

to make?

MR. BERGER: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you participating in these
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discussionls with the prt e s 
MYes, -Mr. Chai rman. Imight say at 

31. this time that we concur- il the remarks i"a "ie by Ms.- Chasis of 0i 
i HRFA. if the Applirant has new data to be -resented in this 

5 hearing, all well and good. It seems to mie that the issues in 

6 Ind.ian Point 3 have been covered to a substantial extent by the 

j proceedings in Indian Point"2,Ksand it would be an unnecessary fo thrugotte amots-ngsny 

i. duplication of effort to have to go through "hat same testimony, 

9 cross examination again; and that this record should be incor

10- porated-in Indian Point 2.  

1 CHAIRM:AN 1JENSCH: Are we going to get into this 

121 zoning question? It seems to me in Indian Point 2 someone 

,2 wz~ote ., lettex &3 ;; wcza ' ,a cu - c ..... ... "C-: =,.,r : ._.d :, s I 

e-" h-. .m- 1 r:-= I , vcm 01W;71t a.,to cr. off. You can't build a plant 
iA 

154down there anyway, something. Is that going to be an issue in 

1611 this proceeding? How are we going to -- who is the - to- ay 

17 or will he be here tomorrow? What kind of evidence will we 

18 1 have in that regard? 

19 MR. VOIGT: I am advised, Mr. Chairman, that we are 

20 not aware of any further communications from the village of 

21 :1 Buchanan. We are not really sure exactly what their position 

22 iis in this matter.  

23:'  MR. VOIGT: You haven't contacted them at all? 

244, MR. VOIGT: No, sir.  

I ) era Reporters, Inc.  

25. Have you given any thought to it? Are you just
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I dismrPis3ing it as irrelevant., Jm.n,.aterialya n'sa re0 Are yo 1 

2paying atention to' it at all? -t-seeme.. to me the kJind of 

3, .fact that was tossed in at the end. We h.a.ve. a iew gs.oing.  

4 here nowi. Are we going to unwind the wheels and take It right 

5 -from the beginnJing? 

6 Are you likely to see the gentleman? Do ycu drive 

7 through Buchanan at all on your way t7o the ?.lant an d have a 

8F momerrt to stop? 

9 Are you getting any variance? Is a variance proced

101 ure possible in Buchanan? I understood the village of Buchanan 

-11 has enthusiasm about everything in the.plant. E.very 'Cme you 

1i2l added a brick it added to the tax values, They .7ere hoping to 

131 p~p -le uP 

14 i 

16 

17 1 

18K 

19 1 

20 

21 

22 

23 

241 
e]'ral Reporters, Inc.  

25
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MR. VO ,GT "  I , - r Cha ir:-1 an , w.tY , .-e,-.  

to what 'happened in the other case, t'h -e, record is clear. ,nhauI 

-I- bave stated to you today is that so far nothin -has hanpened' 

in this case.  

CHAIRUAN JENSCH: That is very odd, very odd that 

a situaation which would involve a zoning prohibition, an

Consolidated Edison Company -. ,as done nothingg to contact that " 

contact the Village of Buchahan and ascertain its views to 

A 
see if vqriance is possible.  

-Is it the intention of Consolidated Edison to, 

for instance, go to court and say, by the way, there is a 

prohibition anyway, you can't build it anyway? 

If you aregoing to-rely upon the proced-ure ot a 

prOhibition_~r. _Lr bJUL.ding Coo"l"Ing to-W-erS, i01'L thaCt aL fac_tU 

to be considered in this proceeding? 

MR. VOIGT: i assume your question is directed 

to this proceeding, your Honor. The answer is obviously yes.  

If the company intends to urge this ordinance in this 

proceeding, then we will deal with that question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is the view of the company 

now about that ordinance? 

(The Applicant conferring.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We are not going to overlook whai 

is happening in Indian Point Number 2, of course. We 1:ill 

view the record to some extent.
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MIR SACK: Mr. Chairman. the company is cons..:erinc 

this, the probiem, very, very deeply, as you can .- gin.- .  

;At. t moment, i tie tbas is . reord 

there is no affirmative action really that we can take.  

Now, at the -- if it is finally deter-mne that a.  

tower should go up, then we would have to apply for a variance 

from the Zoning Board -and the Planning Commission, et cetera.  

It-is not possible to file tat application now. Such 

matters as height and the location still haven't been 

finally decided.  

This is all part of the design studies, et cetera, 

that were referred to in the schedule -or Indian Point 2.  

In th' c~- e oluy,, w±.Lthtyre was a. roiit at whch 

4 A. Cs In C 

reach> :.:;that t. point, we will file the application for zoning 

an-d then this issue4\A%\\ O e-4 \ 

Until we are ready to file that application, anyr 

discussions we would have would be too preliminary and vague 

to accomplish anything. I 

CHA!FdvIAN JENSCH: You know now that until changed, 

either by the Appeal Board or a court proceedLg, you are 

directed to proceed with the consideration of cooling tOwersd 

and you know, in some general way, the height and locationi

j (-) in. 2,
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as was considered in the;y ge.erl way in the idirn~oint 

2 .proceedings.  

Isthat not..sufficient, at lea.st, to oper. .  

discussions for a variance rather than en,_ ;k up three years 

later in the last court proceeding and say, by the way, 

we better stop in at the Zoning Bo.ard -.odc--y; we might not be 

able to get the variance? 

Will this be a dEvice to extend the t.-.me for 

building cooling towers if they are ultimately required? 

MR. SACK: As was st.ated in testimony for Indian-i 

Point 2, we don't know yet in that we are proceeding on the 

schedule for the erection of towers that was set forth in 

We n de -e~e the rOor 1j. to r2oturn.e 

Whether the decision of the Board is final or not, that is 

not relevant tb::.the work- we are doing. We are proceeding on 

schedule on the theory that we have to build them as soon as 

possible. That schedule had a point at which we applied for 

regulatory approval. We have not reached' that point yet.  

When we do, then we have to file for the variance.  

To start discussions with people now, you get 

changes in personnel at the -- in the village. We don't 

know how fruitful that would be.  

MR.. BRIGGS: I don't believe you have been precise 

about the schedule you are working on. You mentioned the
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schedule t .hat was rores ented, in the cai;e You mentiornecf the 

schedule as soon as possibie. Can you t. .ll us what schedule 

you are working on? 

MR. VOIGT: On the as soon as possible. Those 

are the same until we reach a certain po-int.  

MR. BRIGGS: Could you tell me wha. the' date is on 

the schedule that is as soon as possib. .? 

MR. SACK: I don'.t have that before me.  

Excuse me. May I confer a minute? 

(The Applicant conferring.) .  

MR. SACK: There is a report. due March 1, 1974.  

I believe that was in the Board's order. That is what we are 

following. And. o1j. ,thdU d~ateowe will -nave-a±j . he -- whatever 

envronmental infornat-i-ni avail-a',o -1 cha _y 

Whether that would be sufficient to apply for this 

vari@nce or not, we don't know yet.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: My recollection of some of the 

testimony was that you enumerated the several licensing 

activities that would have to be undertaken to construct a 

cooling tower. -You would have to get several state and, 

I guess, maybe Corps of Engineers problems solved.  

Nowhere did I see anything that I recall about 

the Village of Buchanan zoning. That matter was overlooked 

entirely in your estimate of the .licensing action to be under, 

taken in case cooling towers were required.
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'Dt .t -ithoroughness ApT!icr rI. ha-a ±r..... , in 

all its prese~itations, it isacnaz.r", to mc that item was 

overlooked a;nd didn' t come to cur t-ion untii somebod d_ 

I have forgotten whether the mayor wrote directly to -the 

Atomic Enery Comission or what the situat.on was.... but he 

wrote the lctter ai if the matter had just been bkouqhto 

his attention.  

MR SACK: Well, 'the Chairman of the .uchanan 

Planning Comri.ission wrote a letter to Mr. Luce of:CO' 

Edison. That initiated the correspondence that led to that.7 

If the Chairman is referring to the testimony on 

alternate cooling systems, I don't have in front of me but 

it was-not intended that -tnat would be. to na e. an a.i-i.cl.si 

1..LS 'k. o JJ. .LL I. . . A.L. ' I JJ ,L.'J V V 

were specifically mentioned.  

It was the fact that we needed certain regulatory 

approvals, and I don't recall offhand -- maybe the Chairman's 

recollection is better than i-hine, but there was a specific 

list in there./ 

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: Your recollection is just the 

selected ones you chose for presentation? 

MR. SACK: I think we just said regulatory 

approvals and maybe gave one or two examples.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think there were -ten or 

fifteen. There was some impression I had that it was
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10 6 

supposed to be all- rcliu e.  

Proceec.  

MR. S A(C", As far as the efe... on t.h schedu:Le 

goes, our experience has been that any of these approvals.  

can lead to a delay and at this time in advance we never know 

which ones will be the difficult ones. All we can do is file 

the applications and see how they are processed. You never 

kno'V whether there will be a delay or not.  

Ordinarily, I think we have allowed a year in the 

schedules to get Regulatory approvals and a year would .  

ordinarily be sufficient to consider the zoning variance 

question and get the necessary variance.  

stand that in case a ,, ', get o z"n1n 7 r i -;A--, .  

reference to cooling towers it nay be forced to close down 

Indian Point 2 and not operate at all? 

MR. SACK: That would be -- that obviously is one 

possibility. I would hope there would be other possibilities.  

That certainly is one possibility.  

MR. CORCORAN: Mr. Chairman, may I comment? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

MR. CORCORAN: The letter, i believe it was March S 

1973, seems to indicate that the mayor is misinformed about 

certain matters. For exaiple, i recall that the mayor stated 

that the AEC may request Con Edison to install cooling towers,
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when in fact the Board LZas ordered C,.n Edison-to instal% 

those cooling towers.  

It seems to me it is incumbent upon Appli:cant 

here to make clear to the Village of Buchanan exactly what 

is taking place and what is under consideration, to give 

the Village the opportunity to participate in this proceeding 

and to make -its voice kno ,n; or -at least to give the Village 

the right information so thast it can properly respond to 

any request for information that we may have.  

(The Board conferring.) 

MR. BRIGGS: Mr. Voigt, at the previous prehearing 

conference, it seems to me that you had indicated that it was 

Ta -'hicz .Jar-,Ur rJ.E±iCjb Oi.L v~ lLi.e~e iji .aj u i Yumt 

be required? 

Do pu have any estimate of the time that is likely 

to be required? 

MR. VOIGT: I thin,, it can be done in less than 

two months.  

As I recall, what we were' saying at the previous 

meeting was that that would be an outer limit, an outside 

bound, but given that everybody has these biological reports 

and then has a couple of months to analyze them and reframe 

their testimony in light of the new data, I .-w6uldn't see 

any reason for any kind, of adjournment in those hearings.
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Oh, obviously there - . ... migha nGe c daV 

Lor other business or something like: that, but it -.- Id be 

my conception' that if you start-ed those heari g in June that 

you would meet either four or five daEi's a week or .. t..'eve-r 

number of weeks was necessary to do the job° 

CHAIRMAN JENSHC: i~n Bethesda?

'MR. VOIGT: I didn t ad6ress that quest o :n your 

HonOr.  

1 would think that if that concept were a der-d 

to that two months is side of the mark; four or five weeks 

ought to be amiple.  

MR. BRIGGS: Well, let's say five weeks. Maybe 

weeks does.  

How does this fit into your schedule for getting 

all the findings in and giving the Board time to consider 

these for authorizing fuel loading, let's say, on August Ist? 

Does that fit into the schedule well, do you think] 

MR. VOIGT: I do not understand that findings 

would be required for fuel loading. I am addressing ysi 

to the need for an operating license.  

MR. DRIGGS: So you are thinking that there would 

be no need for that? 

MR. VOIGT: Yes, sir. That is one of my predicate
1 

MR. KARMAN: Fuel loading is an operating license,
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as far as r know.  

MR. VoIGT: Mr. Karman is correct.  

C ,A P RLAIN JENSCH: There is no limit now on what 

kind of -testing operations can be undertaken, as I understand 

the Appeal Board. The one percent is out of the 50.57(c) 

for all practical purposes. You would rely upon that motion? 

,MR. VOIGT: That's correct. It is my present 

anticipation there would be no substantial opposition to it.  

Given the position of the parties in this proceeding it would 

not be inconsistent with the positions that have been taken.  

by the Intervenors here or the Staff to permit the fuel 

loading to proceed.  

4_i ltg db.f 0, g-entle ren, z a 

final ,S- A-- er - ", -e .s y the e'd of October or 

even the beginning of November; and I think there is room in 

the schedule, as I project it, so that the Board would not be 

rushed and the parties indeed would not be rushed in 

submitting findings.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me go back to this suggestion 

of Staff counsel on the March date for at least one item, the 

need for power, which might well take a lot of time and not 

await really any biological repoxis. In which event, maybe 

that one subject could be undertaken at as early a date as 

is possible so that when all the biological and environmental.  

statemenls are out, consideration could be directed primarily
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to that phase of the proceeding.  

How long would you (envisiori the need for powEer 

inquiry might take, Staff counsel? 

(The Regulatory Staff confer-ving.) 

MR. R , D.: It is very hard for me to estimate tha 

Mr. Chairman. This was a concern of the intervenors. I woulcj 

.think actually your question might best be directed to them.  

. CHAIRMAN JENSCH: , i will try so.'eboCdy else. I 

thought I would try you first. I 

Wasn't it Hudson River that raised the question 

need for power? 

MS. CHASIS: Yes. I think this is one of the 

hard for me to estimate right now how !onr wo?;D be needed tol 

explore that issue.  

I can see the point in perhaps starting on 

that at an early date and not necessarily waiting until the 

biological reports are issued. I think that is a good point.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is the discussion in your 

office, for instance? Where do you feel there is some 

problem about need 6f power? 

MS. CHASIS: I think we would like to explore 

the need for power during the interim period before a cooling 

tower is installed, if indeed that is what the Board orders.  

We are not addressing the question of whether there needs to. Jeral Reporters,

110.
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be e plant at all, but rather in watever time period is-to 

elapse between the comence-ment of operation and the comuence

ment of opera.t.ion with cooling -tower, what kinds of alternate 

Qoweal. sources there may be, what kinds of energy. conservation 

measures can be taken to alleviate the need for operation, 

CHAIRM4AN JENSCH: As I read in the New York Times 

the other day, either that or Electrical World, the James Bay 

Project in Canada has taken a different twist.. I understood 

Applicant had anticipated a sizable block of power from James 

Bay which might make their anticipated alternate source-some

what changed.  

I don't quite understand your thought about the 

Nurber 2, there were fzrje' n for many ,ea s ahea, .  

There seems to be a constantly rising scale, - need.  

I don't know what interim period you .would have 

in mind, how it would affect the data from the Indian Point 2 

proceeding.  

Are you proposing to introduce evidence? Have 

you estimated the need for power data which were introduced, 

and the needs for power introduced in the Indian Point 2 

proceeding? 

MR. CHASIS: We feel there has been some change 

in the situation. A number of our interrogatories we have 

served to the Applicant are directed to this very issue.
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Until. we receive their answers ic !; goin- to- }De 

d fficult for us to really estimate exactly what the situation 

is on. the power supply and demand. _ 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Isn't this something that would 

lend itself to stipulation? I mean, as I recall, the presenta

tion that the Applicant made was a pretty sizable analysis, 

whether you agree or disagree. With a sizable analysis of 

their anticipated service requirements, and where they expect 

to get the supply, it seems to me it takes quite a careful.  

anlysis of that kind of data to find where you feel there 

are deficiencies.  

I wondered if you could approach your contentions 

A---- of the data -'Th4 r+- v'_rr-r _j 4 

the Indian Point 2 proceeding and then see if a stipulation 

is possible which might eliminate the necessity of meeting 

it in March.  

My impression of the several cases where this 

problem has arisen generally comes down to two or three 

different premises.  

One side mayr or may not accept the premise that thn 

Applicant has proposed, but when you get down that far at 

least you can stipLlate your differences of what they 
are andi 

then develop data.  

It really shouldn't take a great deal of hearing 

time, I don't believe, if the parties will endeavor to
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1 think they have the additional advantage in -this

proceeding in the fact that Indian Point 2 is so recently 

completed and in which there was quite a substantial 

presentation of power needs.  

MS. CHASIS: I would certainly agree with the 

Chairman the parties should try to reach a stipulation and 

narrow as much as possible this issue.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think it might eliminate this.  

Otherwise I think Staff counsel's suggestion is a good Qne.  

If you can't do it, we will have to take time for 

a hearing. It. seems to me this kind of problem is one that 

~-'~ ra a, ad. ctpultoi 

The Beard would not like to see hearing ',.n{ 

devoted to matters which could have been resolved by 

stipulation.  

(The Board conferring.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Did you have something further? 

MR. VOIGT: I would like to offer two further 

observations on the subject the Chair is considering.  

First of all, again, we have this problem of 

getting the contentions nailed down. "he"er we are talking 

about the need for power or the need for a cooling tower or 

some subsidiary question like the effedts of chrlorine 

releases, until we have the final exchange of contentions, we
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don't know ,xz1t] 1 what the issl.les are.  

O,, againi, if -the contentions are going to be 

finalized oil March 10, which everyone seems -to agree is a.  

reasonable 4p'oachthen I think it would be very difficult 

to start a ho:arincg ten days after that on any subject, 

including the need fo- power.  
We d to know more about what the Intervenor' s 

fos\tiis, hether they are saying that the need for power is 

so much less that it can be met without the plant, or whether 

it can be met by burning additional fuel oil or whether-it.  

should be met by burning coal, this is going to color whether' 

there is a hearing and how long it lasts.  

CHA'IRMLQN JENS"JH: The Board doesn't feel that 

there really should be a lengthy hearing in this proceeding 

in view of the fact that Indian Point 2 has just been 

completed..  

As Staff counsel pointed out, it took a very 

long time. We covered every possible contention, I think, 

that the parties could envision.  

Unless there are new data to build upon that, the 

Board feels that the parties should si"pula e on all the 

matters that have been presented in Indian Point 2, providing 

however, for presentation of supplementary data On those 

subjects. That should be about all this hearing should entai
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MR. VOIGT:" !Nel, Mr. Chairman, with respect tl 

'he nee for power, I fully agree with what you have saJ4r

I- don't see why we should spend a lot of hearing t'ime bn that 

CHAIRMlAN JENSCII: Especially with this economic 

war that is going On in the world today for fuel supply.  

MR. VOIGT: And, therefore, I don't think that the 

Board should set a separate hearing time for this one issue 

which we all hope can be resolved very speedily.  

I merely suggest if you set a separate hearing 

time you are going to encourage people to use that time'and-

perhaps waste it on this issue; whereas, if that issue. was 

held in with the other issues, and the hearing is to be 

continuous, znat is going to encourage people not to tae a le 

..... me on th e r, e 'or po.we and to spend the time where 

the real contentions are on the biological problems of the 

river.

CHAIRM-AN JENSCH: Well, I -- our impression of the 

,parties heretofore has been that they have devoted Chemselves 

rtolthe activity before them.  

I think with Indian Point 3 following, the parties 

are able, which they were perhaps not able to do in Indian 

Point 2, they are able to stipulate to a large extent.  

We would expect that to be entertained.  

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I didn't mean to say a 

waste of time in a derogatory sense. Just the basic kind of

I !.  
I i, 

I' 

[
I
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psychologic;A1point that if you have a separate hearing oin 

a separate issue, that encourages people to devote a little 

extra 

CLIAIP.M1 , JENSCH; You are not suggesting we 

weax them do-wn by holding lonq sessions? 

MR. VOIGT: No, sir.  
'CHAIRMAN JNS.CH- The Board would like to take .a 

reaess at this point.  

At this time let us recess and reconvene in this 

room at 2:55.  

(Recess.)
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CTHAIRMI'A,1 JENSCH. Please come to order.  

The Boar has given consideration to the several 

suggestions about hearings and the dates and not to show 

partiality to any party, because we are not going t.o select 

any of the suggestions. We will come up with one that 

reflects the views of the parties as to the convenience of 

the parties.  

- We believe there should be a further special 

prehearing conference on April 24, 1974.  

There has been a request, an indication at the 

first conference, that there are members of the public who 

would like to give a limited appearance. The Atomic 

P-era Comrmission is anxtous to orovcee_

citizerry of the a..-a to do that.  

Upon the assumption that the convenience of the 

parties would be served, as it showed itself to be in 

Indian Point 2, we would hope that the major portion cf the 

evidentiary hearings could be held in Bethesda for the 

convenience of the Staff who are nearby and can present 

their witnesses more readily and with greater convenience 

and less interruption to their other schedules.  

However, in order to acconamodate the members 

of the public, consideration might be given to a one day 

session here at the Springvale Inn where the public may 

attend and present their statements and perhaps, since we 

have a special prehearing conference, perhaps here, on
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Ap'rl 4" ybe the evidentiary hearing, in a sense for 

the receipt of statements by way of limited appearance. only.  

could be convened on April 25, as long as they are already 

here. But the major portion, arid the date on which the 

evidentiary presentation will commence, would be May 14, 

1974 in Bethesda, if it is agreeable to all the parties.  

We wou.d hope on April 24 a special prehearing 

conference, at .. , the parties could indicate that their 

discovery has been completed, the interrogatories have all 

been answered, and that they have exhausted all efforts for.-,

stipulation and that they are able to present stipulations 

at that date. If they are not able to do so, we hope we 

.- C)d bOJaoassit- in scine recjai 71, z s ei g t'a 

nti r lrA t- 1i cn r.. n'-c!..r r i r- nc r i- F r- ,-?-r, 7-A v . 1. -, r -'i 

while the Board is anxious to provide all the time that 

the parties need for adequate presentation of their views 

and data in support of their contentions, the Board is not 

convinced that this should be or need be a long hearing.  

It may be a hearing that involves a great deal of documentary 

presentation and incorporation from Indian Point 2 or any 

other proceeding that proves itself to be relevant to this 

proceeding.  

It seems to me that this proceeding, in a sense, 

involves a presentation of new data additional to that 

presented at the Indian Point 2 proceeding.
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On that i - might be a less lengthy- o-......  

ceeding than has been discussed here this morning. The 

Board will make itself available for all the time that the 

parties need for what they believe will permit them to 

make an adequate presentation of their positions.  

There is an additional matter that the Board 

invites corLments from the parties in this proceeding and 

makes this inquiry so that the parties may consider the 

problems that may be involved to avoid a reversal on any 

grounds that the Appeal Board should decide would be 

pertinent tothis proceeding; and this Board invites 

comments from the parties as to how far this proceeding 

.... 4 i vo! -e h u bj ... ch .i n 

the Vermont Yankzo ,rocedinq which, to my knowledfe., has not 

been modified, changed, or altered in any respect.  

You will recall that in the Vermont Yankee 

proceeding, the first decision by the Appeal Board was some

what consistent with the Midland, Consumers Power decision 

in reference to quality assurance inquiries.  

The subject of quality assurance had been con

sidered in the Vermont Yankee proceeding at the conclusion 

of the presentation of evidence. The Licensing Board had 

the impression that the parties had exhausted all presentation 

of evidence they desired to undertake in reference to that 

suibject. in fact, there was an inquiry made whether it
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shou', -be -e r e t the proceeci ing, and none offered it, 

But even though none of fered it, the Appeal Board said it 

was an.error to exclule i t.  

Then the Appeal Board directed the Licensing 

Board to reconsider the situation of quality assurance 

and remanded the proceeding, after which affidavit 

,r resonta-tions were made respecting that subject and the 

Appez.l Board concluded that that affidavit presentation was 

sufficier.t; but in the meantime, the fuel densification 

problem had arisen and there are several decisions in 

reference to the scope of what should be done about fuel 

densification.  

f•~A -' • " to -1-e smzciic ones on the cntcon- 4 

raised by the parties, that the Vermont Yankee plant could 

be operated without undue r isk to the health and safety, 

of the public, without endangering the health of the public.  

That general finding, of course, embraced a myriad of 

subjects.  

in a report by the Licensing Board back to the 

Appeal Board, inquiring whether that general finding 

didn"t include many subjects, thlei Appeal. Board sMid it 

likely would, but on such an important matter as qua.ity 

assurance, more data should have been presented and further 

findings made.
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121 

sO the part of the _L-uir n to this 9roup 

is what are those subj ects of such special safety, signiicancef 

such as quality assurance as would warrant inquiry in this 

proceeding in order to avoid a reversal within the scope 

of the directions given by the Appeal Board? 

I at least am not clear as to the scope of the 

direction given by the Appeal Board as to what are the 

safety matters of special significance that should warrant 

extra inquiry even though the parties have not raised 

specific contentions regarding those matters.  

The Appeal Board said in the first Vermont order 

that a Licensing Board should not, I think, "Sit back like 

an. u .- i rec 1 J"-.1l 1 -ls a-. r i '-s" 

And in a report back to the Appeal Board, the 

Licensing Board indicated that. when a hearing group did 

more than act like an umpire, that was a reason they I.  
passed the Administrative Procedure Act, so you wouldn't 

get activists, partisan persons deciding a proceeding, but 

that fair and impartial consideration should be given.  

The Appeal Board responded and said "We didn't 

mean the person would be an umpire player," butit said 

"The Board should not permit the -tes to have the sole 

voice to determine what a Licensing Board should consider." 

In a later decision, the Appeal Board said, "Well, 

the Vermontdecision was decided before the rules of
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procedure were restructured."' I do not know what restructurd aJ 

2 rule modifies or changes any language of the Vermont 

3 decisions.  

4 The outsCanding direction then to a Licensing 

51 Board is to consider more than you need to consider in order 

6 to resolve matters, The rules say that on an operating 

71 license, the Board will resolve those matters which are 

8i placC.d in contention. That .s one duty.  

9' The Appeal Board said the parties presumably by 

]01 their contentions should not be the sole determining scone....  

11 of the matters that should be considered. So the inquiry is 

12! or rather let us leave it with the parties and we will take 

' u- ... t h -. in on I h a.t- o-I 

b. ')....er. h n this proceedin-. Presumablv qualitv 

1!1 assurance.  

16 As to that, in the Midland proceeding, the 

17! Appeal Board impliedly, if not specifically, approved the 

18 practice of the Licensing Board in the Midland proceeding 

19 considering the quality assurance considerations out of 

20 the Palisades plant, also a Consumers Power unit, may mean 

21 that we should consider the quality assurance situation out 

22 of Ihdian Point No. 2 to see how well the program will be 

23 carried out or has been carried out, for indian Point No. 3.  

24 From that, do we go into fuel densification? Do 

*d Xrol Reporters, lnh.  

25W we go into -- not to mention pressure vessel integrity,
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j ...... I thnk the Cornma, ssion has given special directions 

about that, an& the parties have so far not raised that point 

here.  

iP nnk the Commission's direction itself excludes 

that su):ecLt since th6 parties have not raised it, as I 

reca 1.  

8,o vuffiAt are the subjects that should be considered 

and Yould niot 'b l--t to the parties to determine what 

the icensing Bqard should consider? 

i leave that subject for your consideration, 

because as I say, I am not clear as to what the Appeal 

Board has directed Licensing Boards to d6 as to what they 

E-- c e' - , I *-- 41, 4.  

a ryf_ h' tt ta the nlant can b~cier'' ' 

.without endangering the safety of the public.  

There have been several remand proceedings, not 

only in the Vermont case, but there is a Conmonwealth 

Edison case recently, the LaSalle station.  

The Appeal Board said that the Licensing Board 

should have been reading the newspapers and relied upon 

data apparently in the newspapers on land i..se and they have 

remanded that proceeding to apparently, perha-ps, read the 

newspapers and use those da-ta. I don't know just what the 

latest is in that proceeding.  

In fact, in the Vermont order, in one of the

K 

I *~
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Vermont orders, the Appeal Board received evidence by way 

of telephne, or planned to, proposed to, on what power 

levels should be undertaken. They said if the information 

weren't submitted by such a time, that the Staff could 

telephone the Appeal Board and then some determination 

wouid be effective, as I recall it.  

i am unable to reconcile either of those rulings 

with-,the Administrative Procedures Act which applies to the 

Appeal Board, as it does to all units of the Atomic Energy 

Commission by specific direction of the Atomic Energy Act

as amended. All proceedings are subject to the Administrative 

Procedures Act, 

£ BU C. Iic ing Doard Will.-cAt .y, W.Ltii the 

Commission. The regulations of the Commission, in my mind, 

are more specific and positive and enable clear compliance 

than I can detect from the Appeal Board ruling. But I am 

going to comply with the Appeal Board rulings to the extent 

of the::scope that they have directed to be considered.  

So I invite comments from the parties because 

it is a problem, so that the record is presented in the 

form that the Appeal Board feels is satisfactory for their 

review.  

We perhaps can consider these matters at our 

April 24 session.  

MR. BRIGGS: There is a special consideration
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regarding the indian Po.int 2 pressure vess- 1 i beIieve, 

that takes it a bit out of the category that Chairmar Jensch 

mentioned.  

I must say i have not studied the Final Safety 

Analy'sis RepOrt. I am sorry, Indian Point 3, or1 the Staff 

Safety Report, but I don't believe that it is common 

LE..C .o ressure vessel during installation, and 

I hope that that is covered amply in the safety reports.

I : 

I .1 

it
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CH~i:JA3AN JENSCH: Did you desire to speak, Appii--.  

cant' s counsc l? 

MR. VOIGT: Well, I merely wish to observe, 1Mr.  

Chairman, that the Apolicant certainly shares the Board's 

concern as t:o the ramifications of some of the Appeal Board 

decisions. We would hope that r might be further 

clariTfication, either by 'that Board or by the Commission prior 

to the Apri-24 prehearing conference. But in any event, 

we will be prepared to address the subject in whatever depth 

seems appropriate at that time and to review any subsequent 

decisions or changes in the rules that. may be relevant.  

CHAIR-A1N JENSCH: That will be Very h lpful.  

I do think that our. endeavor, and certainly iL Ls 

prepared, be inclusive of all the directions from the 

Appeal Board so that the record of evidence will be inclusive 

of all the requirements that the Appeal Board has laid down.  

This Board is anxious and desirous to comply with all 

directions of the Appeal Board. We will. endeavor to do so 

in every respect.  

By the way, any comment on dates? 

MR. VOIGT: I have several comments or questions 

that I would like to bring to the Board's attention. I am 

referring now to the special prehearing conference order 

which was issued by the Board on August 17, 1973.
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127 I.  
Paragraph 3 of that order called for the exchazige.  

of interrogatories during September, 1973, with. responses 

to be furnished during November, 1973; and by subsequent 

stipulation of the parties, to take into account the delay 

in the Draft Environmental Statement, that was modified; and 

then by further oral agreement of the parties, we deferredt ! 

any final resolution of that matter until this meeting.  

I would like to propose that paragraph 3 be 

amended by the Board to allow for the exchange of interroga

tories or requests for, documents until December 31, 1973,. .  

with responses to be furnished not later than March 2, 1974.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection from the 

Sotner',parties? 

(Nc. response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I hear no such objection -

MS. CHASIS: I am only thinking that perhaps if the 

narrowing of the issues is to be accomplished within 30 days 

of the issuance of the Final Environmental Impact Statement, 

which would bring us roughly to March 10, it might be helpful 

to have the responses to the interrogatories somewhat more in 

advance of that date.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Namely what date? 

MS. CHASIS: The March 2nd date that Mr. Voigt 

proposes.

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What are you proposing, in lieu
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thereof? 

MS. CHASIS: I would propose a date perhaps in the 

middle of February.  

CHAIRMAN ENSCH: Namely what date? 

MS. CHASIS: I haven't a calendar in front of me.  

Perhaps the ]5th of February.  

.MR. .'caRM4AN: That is a Friday.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is that agreeable? 

MR. VOIGT: I have no objection to that.  

MR. IARMAN: That is agreeable to the Staff.  

CHAIPM AN JENSCH: Other parties have any objection? 

(No response.) 

.. : J ENSCJH: I is a .9  .ee d.  

May, 1973, special prehearing conference, that the parties 

stipulate as to what the parties have agreed upon here. As 

you know, the rules require that in addition to the 

transcript, that a special -- that an order be issued following 

a special prehearing conference; and rather than have an 

exchange of papers back and forth as we discussed, we will 

ask the parties to agree upon a stipulation. If that stipula

tion is agreeable to the Board, it will be so adopted by the 

Board and an order issued.  

If the Applicant will initiate the activities first 

of a proposed stipulation and send it to the parties for their
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agreement as to what has been determined at this specia.  

prehearing conference, I am sure that will expedite- the 

consideration of tha.t matter.  

MR. VOIGT: I think those are the only dates 

other than the change in date for the hearing itself which 

the Board has already determined.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We did that.  

Is May 14 convenient to the parties? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Regulatory Staff? 

MR. TREBY: We will accept the Board's date.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Save-Our-Stripers? 

MS. C'kl-ASiS- Yes.  

C;- UYA Tl- t' A 70 '1 " G 71 " C'-F f"" OrT 7 4

MR. CORCORAN: Fine.  

CHAIRIKAN JENSCH: Atomic Energy Council? 

MR. CLEMENTE: That date is acceptable, Mr.  

Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

The Applicant has nodded his head.  

Does that seem a feasible procedure to meet. here 

on April 24 and then start in a sense. our evidentiary hearing 

on April 25, but for one day merely for the purpose of 

receiving statements by way of limited appearance, but not 

actually receive evidence until the commencement of proceeding

ii1294

j 
i 
i 

1
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on May 14? is that agreeable to the parties? 

MR. VOIGT: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any objection? 

(No response.).  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hearing no objec 

stood to be agreed.  

Any other matter we can consider a t this prehearing

conference? 

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I merely want the 

record to-reflect one further point. You have mentioned 

the desirability of having the hearings in Bethesda. As I 

understand the rules, that can only be done on stipulation 

0f the pa.ries.  

C-TZT- TAI J TENCH 

MR. VOIGT: I am not prepared at the present time 

to enter into such .a stipulation. I will have to discuss 

that with the Applicant.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If you would include Mr. Trosten 

in that consideration, I think he was agreeable to it, I 

hope his views will be somewhat persuasive.  

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Trosten is not appearing in this 

proceeding.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand that. I thought he 

might be associated with your firm and you might have a chance 

to visit with him.

4

tion, it is under-
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MR. VOI.T: In any event, I wanted to have it 

clear on the record that at tlis time we do not so stipulate.  

C!LAI1:A,.N JENSCH: If you can let us know as soon 

as possible, we will endeavor to make arrangements.  

How about Save .-Stripers, Bethesda all right 

with you? 

MS. CHASIS: I wot'ld like to reserve decision on 

that.

MR. KARMAN: The Staff can announce now.  

(Laughter.) 

CHAIF2.1AN JENSCH: How .about the Atomic Energy 

Council? 
,["i] {-, ,.. .,...... .., ..... ...... . G l, _ 

h.-,c no~ 

C.7A AA : N.[* . P A I-) e Crv 1.el? 

MR. CORCORAN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very good.  

Save-6-n --Stripers and the Applicant, please send 

us your response in 10 days.  

Any other matter we can consider? 

MS. CHASIS: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make 

a proposal to the Applicant for a change in the order that 

was issued after the last prehearing conference. It relates 

to paragraph number 7, which states that Applicant shall 

provide to the other parties copies of additional reports 

relevant to environmental-issues in this proceeding as they
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become avai..able.  

woul d. like to make the proposal that we -- the 

reports be left, but that in addition, data as it becomes 

available be added to that paragraph. i think this would 

expedite the proceeding and enable us to obtain this new 

data as soon as it was available and examine it rather than 

wait until issuance of semi-annual and annual reports.  

I would like to hear what Applicant has to say in 

response to that.  

MR. VOICT: I guess part of my problem is that I 

am not sure what Ms. Chasis means by data° The bulk of 

these reports, as they are submitted to the Atomic Energy 

. ... " .... , " ..... & .. .... "~ ... ...... ... lt ould be inapp rpri .  

-. n -enery-) ,0. . - .... e make that data available in any 

kind of piecemeal fashion. it has to be assembled, it has 

to be processed, it has to be reviewed by the people who 

are going to sign their name on that report; and at such time 

as the review is complete, then.it is all put together in 

a package and made available to the Commission's Staff and 

by stipulation and agreement to the other parties to this 

proceeding; but I have trouble even conceiving of a 

mechanism by which data could be made available prior to the 

time that it has-been assembled and reviewed and agreed to 

by the researchers. I would certainly not feel that it is 

appropriate to make raw data available as it comes out of a
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weekly efficiency count or somethi:ng ±ike that. That could 

be very misleading. All of those studies are subject to 

-review and in many cases confirmation before the data 

become official.  

If there is sonme specific problem that we can 

assist with, I would be happy to discuss that with counsel 

-after the hearing; but in terms of a general request, I find 

it very troublesome and I certainly could not agree to it.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is the procedure adopted 

among the parties for presenting the so-called back-up data 

for a report? For instance, you say these things have 

to be reviewed. It is understood, of course.  

real -anal sis of the ultimate report. Do you have a roc--e-duxe , 

where you will provide the back-up data when a report is 

out so that it is shown to be relevant by virtue of the 

report itself, so you don't have to get into a lot of paper 

exchange in order to get the back-up data? 

MR. VOIGT: Generally speaking, Mr. Chairman, 

the biological reports of the Applicant include complete 

tables giving the daily observed results or weekly samples, 

whatever the case is, The data itself is incorporated in 

these tables and .made part of the report. Now if, in a specific 

instance, it would appear that there was additional data 

that somehow was. a part -- was the basis for the report, but
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had not been -erroduced in tCh... tabls, I would be the 

-first to agree that any oteor party would be entitled to it 

and it wouldn't take any great formality.  

In the case of the Staff, I think we will be 

serving some specific requests on them for some of the 

back-up information for the environmental statement.  

CHAIIMAN JENSCH: AI don't refer to proceedings 

before the Atomic Energy Commission, but in some proceedings 

which I have had some familiarity with, I feel sometimes 

this review process, of basic or raw data, sometimes getsput' 

in such a different form that it is difficult to find out 

exactly what the real problem researched was. So when it's 

been_:: . ta- e -. -,ccnP.e,-e' a-'., -. tt.ri a;nd checked 

over, you hardly recognize the ultimate report with the 

basic data. Sometimes the basic data can help clarify the 

matter, if not change the ultimate report.  

Like any predicate, I think the assumptions have 

to be shown that the back-up data should be material 

materially should be supplied so that the parties will 

understand the ultimate report better. Any way you can 

exchange data in that regard will expedite the whole process.  

MS. CHASIS: Could we then amend this paragraph to 

read Applicant shall provide to the other parties copies of 

additional research reports and back-up data? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: As I understood him, he indicated
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he will. When yu asrm e Te at the stipulation, I am sure 

Mr. Voi.gt will Tobably have it proposed in there. If not, 

you can add it and sen i it back to him.  

I am sure this will help. Certainly it's been 

our observation that the Applicant in Indian Point 2 opened 

up all of his -back-up data. I am sure the same procedure 

will be foll'owed here. I think if you have it aS a request, 

it cgn be considered by the parties for the stiPulation.  

Any other matter we can consider? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If not, we will issue a formal 

supplemental order convening the proceeding for April 24, 

Dut it wil], SO o u.0erstoo wrien, we ie.iVe h c'e l dow 

If there is nothing further, this special prehearinc 

conference is concluded.  

(Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the prehearing conference 

was adjourned.)
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he will. When you arrive at the stipulation, I am sure 

Mr. Voigt will probably have it proposed in there If not, 

you can add it and send it back to him.  

I am sure this will help. Certainly it',s been 

our observation that the Applicant in Indian Point 2 opened 

up all of his back-up data. I am sure the same proced-ure 

will be followed here. I think if you have it as a reQ:u,"est, 

it can be considered by the pa'rties for the stipulation.  

Any other matter we can conside.

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If f.ot, we will issue a fo'rmal 

supplemental order convening the proceeding for April 24, 

bat it will be W.runerstoociwief we Leave 110er now L.hat 

.4 1 m on A

If there is nothing further, this special .rehearin 

conference is concluded.  

(Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the prehearing conference 

was adjourned.)
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